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Dutch Heritage Month at Calvin College!

Hekman Library homepageresearch databases

Netherlands Print Resources
Bibliopolis: History of the Printed Book in the
Netherlands
This book is also available on the
electronic Bibliopolis system
through the Koninklijke Bibliotheek
at www,bibliopolis.nl/index_en.html
Z161 .B53 2003

With Calvin College’s deep roots in the Dutch
culture, Hekman Library has many excellent
resources including databases and reference
materials to aide scholars in their research.
Below are a few examples of available
resources:

Historical Abstracts is the leading bibliography
database for historical study with indexing for
more than 2,000 journals. In addition to key
historical journals from virtually every major
country, Historical Abstracts includes a selection
of hundreds of journals in the social sciences and
humanities that are of special interest to
researchers and students of history.

JSTOR is a database consisting
of only full-text articles from
inter-disciplinary peer-reviewed
journals. Journals are included
on the basis of number of
subscribers the journal has, citation
analysis, recommendations from experts in
the field, and the length of time that the
journal has been published. Coverage for
each title begins with the first publication,
with most titles ending coverage between
three and five years ago.

Historical Dictionary of the Netherlands
Covers Dutch political, intellectual, and colonial
history and culture in 550 concise entries.
DH101 .H88 1998

The Netherlands
This bibliography from the World Bibliographical
Series was compiled by Peter King and Michael
Wintle and provides a classified, annotated
bibliography of topics such as geography, history,
languages and dialects, religion, politics, economy,
education, transportation, literature and the arts.
Z2431 .K56 1988

April is also National Poetry Month. To
celebrate take a look at some examples of the
Hekman Library’s collection on poetry.
American poetry : the
seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries
Shields, David S.
PS601 .A53 2007

Early modern English poetry :
a critical companion Cheney,
Patrick G.
PR533 .E17 2007
American religious poems :
an anthology
Bloom, Harold.
PS595 .R4 A44 2006

